Let's go!

30 June 2015 (Tue)
Free of Charge
(Lunch included)

Max. Number of Students: 25
(Current S4 and S5 students are welcome)

Remarks: students who would like to sign up for the CBS Summer Programme are required to join ALL 3 below activities.

PolyU Running Man
理大 Running Man

Time: 1:20 – 3:20 p.m.
Medium of Instruction: English & Korean

Similar to the extremely popular variety show Running Man (런닝맨) in Korea, participating students in “PolyU Running Man” will be split into teams and required to complete a mission in different stages of the race on the university campus! Prior to the race, our department’s native Korean teaching staff will train the students to speak some basic Korean which is commonly used in Korean dramas and daily conversation as they will need relevant knowledge in order to complete the missions successfully.

Students will be surprised how fast they could pick up a new language and how accurately they could speak Korean (under our native teachers’ guidance) from this exciting and challenging “PolyU Running Man” game.

http://www.cbs.polyu.edu.hk

The Fun of Learning
Japanese Language
日語學習樂滿FUN

Time: 3:30 – 5:30 p.m.
Medium of Instruction: English & Japanese

Japanese language, cuisine, traditional dance, J-POP, fashion, animation, games and manga (Japanese comic) have always been popular across the world. At the workshop, participating students will be able to learn some Japanese language and culture from our department’s native Japanese teaching staff in an entertaining way! One of the highlights is they will be shown the manner of wearing an authentic Yukata (informal kimono) and then try It on for fun with a good photo shoot!

To better maximize the learning experience of the participating students, our students who are currently studying Japanese language programme at PolyU will be there to act as an interpreter and mentor. It will also be a good opportunity for the guest students to know more about the university life from our senior students.

-being a junior interpreter
齊來學做翻譯員

Time: 10:00 – 11:30 a.m.
Medium of Instruction: English & Chinese

Have you ever wonder how the interpreters can interpret from one language to another for the leaders of governments at the summit meetings seamlessly? And how the interpreters sitting in a booth with the support of advanced facilities interpret the discussion of the Legislative Council members live?

In this workshop, students will be given a rare opportunity to experience being a junior interpreter! They will learn some basic techniques for simultaneous interpreting and then apply them with interesting topics in our department’s language laboratory. A professional interpreter requires years of training and practice. Our target students will get a taste of the profession from this one-hour workshop with lot of fun! Also, they will find the interpreting skill useful for life.

http://www.cbs.polyu.edu.hk

http://www.cbs.polyu.edu.hk